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ABSTRACT
Scalable data science requires access to metadata, which is increas-
ingly managed by databases called data catalogs. With today’s data
catalogs, users choose between designs that make it easy to store or
retrieve metadata, but not both. We find this problem arises because
catalogs lack an easy to understand mental model.

In this paper, we present a new catalog mental model called
5W1H+R. The new mental model is comprehensive in the meta-
data it represents, and comprehensible in that it permits users to
locate metadata easily. We demonstrate these properties via a user
study. We then study different schema designs for the new mental
model implementation and evaluate them on different backends to
understand their relative merits. We conclude mental models are
important to make data catalogs more useful and to boost metadata
management efforts that are crucial for data science tasks.

1 INTRODUCTION
In an increasingly data-driven world, a major data management
challenge in industry, the sciences, and the civic sphere, is the
lack of solutions to find relevant data (Discovery), manage data
usage and access (Governance), combine data to multiply its value
(Integration), and guarantee that data use is compliant with regu-
lations (Compliance). The common denominator to all these chal-
lenges is that addressing them requires access to additional infor-
mation about the datasets involved: i.e., metadata.

Many initiatives have appeared over the last few years to orga-
nize and represent metadata to deal with DGIC challenges. The FAIR
principles [51] in the sciences have galvanized academics to com-
plement initiatives such as Dataverse [14], ICPSR [43]—repositories
meant to share data in the sciences and social sciences—with meta-
data that facilitates their usage. The explosion of machine learn-
ing and its consequent pressure on data management has moti-
vated efforts concerned with cataloging data assets in the form of
datasheets [21] and enterprise metadata management systems [2, 8].
We call solutions designed to store and retrieve metadata data
catalogs. Different applications and people define metadata differ-
ently, so catalogs must accommodate different definitions. But this
multiplicity of definitions leads to disagreements on metadata de-
scriptions and meaning. And these disagreements, in turn, make
metadata hard to find, e.g., if an employee calls ‘cardinality’ what
another calls ‘distinct’. An ideal catalog accepts multiple metadata
definitions while bounding disagreements on such definitions, mak-
ing it easy to find metadata. Today’s catalogs fall short of this ideal.
Either they make it easy for people to store metadata or they make
it easy to retrieve it, but not both.

Figure 1: Design Space of Metadata Cataloging Solutions

Fig. 1 shows a mapping of catalogs in terms of how hard or easy
it is to represent or query metadata. Data catalogs such as Amund-
sen [41], DataHub [37], Collibra [13], and the cloud vendors’ make
it easy to store metadata in any way users want because they offer
flexible schemas. However, this flexibility leads to disagreements
in the metadata definitions. As a consequence, users find it difficult
to find the required metadata. Conversely, controlled vocabularies
such as W3C DCAT [48] and internal data dictionaries define a
precise vocabulary that, when used to annotate metadata, facilitate
its retrieval. However, the annotation process is time-consuming
due to the vocabulary size, which makes it tedious to find the vo-
cabulary term that best describes the metadata. We posit that the
main reason why catalog solutions do not make it both easy to
store and retrieve metadata is their lack of a mental model that is
understood by all catalog users.

In this paper we study the kinds of DGIC questions that appear
in the literature as well as many data catalog solutions. We use
this study to inform the main contribution of this paper, which is a
mental model for metadata management. The new mental model
is based on the 5W1H principles of journalism [20]. By explaining
metadata in terms of these principles, technical and non-technical
users alike find it easier to decide the best place to store (and hence,
retrieve) metadata.

We evaluate the new mental model along two dimensions: its fit
for metadata management, and its fit for practical implementation.
For the former, we design a mental model that is comprehensive (al-
lows users to represent a wide variety of metadata definitions), com-
prehensible (allows users to store and find metadata consistently),
and easy to understand. Regarding its fit for practical implemen-
tation, we study data vault [40], a schema design framework that
leads to easy-to-evolve schema designs. Evolvability is important
to maintain catalogs as schemas will change over time.

We conduct an IRB-approved user study to compare the new
mental model with those of existing catalogs. Our results show
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that the new mental model makes it easier for users to store and
retrieve metadata consistently. We compare the relative merits of
different schema designs implemented on different backends to
host a catalog that implements our new mental model. We compare
these along metrics such as query complexity, storage footprint,
query performance, and evolvability. We conclude that modern data
catalogs would benefit from clear mental models, as this facilitates
metadata management, and in turn, the solution to DGIC problems,
which are an important bottleneck in today’s applications.
Supporting Scalable Data Science. Scalability is more than per-
formance. The lack of metadata management solutions hampers
data science efforts. We have informed the motivation and contri-
butions of this paper by consulting with a large number of industry
and science stakeholders, and we make an effort in connecting our
work to other initiatives with the aim of contributing to metadata
management academically and practically.
Outline. Section 2 is dedicated to explain the characterization of
data management questions into the DGIC categories, as well as the
ecosystem of data catalog and cataloging solutions. We introduce
our mental model and conceptual model in Section 3 and the catalog
materializations in Section 4. Section 5 presents evaluation results,
followed by a discussion in Section 6, related work (Section 7) and
conclusions in Section 8.

2 LANDSCAPE OF DATA CATALOGS
We start with an example. Alice, a machine learning (ML) engi-
neer, wants to build a model to predict how many headphones her
company will sell next week, so she needs a training dataset. Alice
searches for training datasets used by other analysts in the past. She
searches for datasets with relevant attributes and finds four relevant
datasets. She wants to choose datasets created with the purpose of
training the target ML model, datasets with fewest null values and
prefers datasets created by Bob, an engineer she trusts.

In the example, sentences in italics suggest intermediary tasks
that can be assisted with relevant metadata. Without this metadata
available, solving each of these tasks is usually a time-consuming,
tedious, and ill-defined process that consumes much of data work-
ers’ energy. Making that metadata available requires: i) creating the
metadata and, ii) representing metadata in a way that is useful to
other data workers. In this paper we are concerned with the second
task: how to represent metadata.

In this section, we first define metadata and mental models in
Section 2.1. Then, we discuss our scope of the metadata landscape
in Section 2.2. We conclude the section with a discussion of current
data catalogs Section 2.3.

2.1 Metadata and Mental Models
Data assets are artifacts describable with metadata, including rows,
columns, relations, unstructured files, derived data products, or
others, as well as groups of any of these. A metadata-item (MI)
refers to a data asset or a group of data assets. AMI is a key:value pair
where the key indicates a property of interest and value contains
the value for the property.

MIs are stored in a catalog via set(key, value) operations and
retrieved using a get(key) operation. A catalog stores two types of
metadata: the MIs that refer to data assets, and audit metadata

that refers to the set and get operations and includes who executes
the operations, and when, among others.

Applications may describe the same property of a data asset
differently, leading to different MIs. Or they may express the MI
values using different representations, e.g., different units. This
flexibility lets applications describe data assets without constraints
but makes retrieving metadata challenging because the MI key is
not known a priori.

Amental model (MM) is a partitioning of the metadata items
𝐶 into subsets {𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑛 ∈ 𝑃 |𝑝𝑖 ⊆ 𝐶, 𝑝𝑖 ∩ 𝑝 𝑗 = ∅,∀𝑖, 𝑗}, where⋃𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 𝐶 . Without a MM available, retrieving a MI without
knowing its key requires searching through all MIs. If a MM is
available, retrieving a MI requires i) finding the 𝑝𝑖 where it belongs,
and ii) searching through all MIs in that partition. Mappings be-
tween MIs and MM’s partitions do not exist a priori and depend on
user’s and application’s understanding of both MIs and the MM’s
partitions, i.e., users of the MM decide where to map a MI. A good
MM is one that leads two users to agree, without explicit commu-
nication, on the partition where a MI belongs. Hence, sharing a
mental model leads to consistent decisions when addressing a task,
even when users of the MM are users in different organizations
who do not communicate with each other.
MM quality. A MM is comprehensive in the metadata it describes
if every MI can be placed in a partition of the MM. A MM is com-
prehensible if it generates agreement on the mapping between MIs
and partitions among users of a catalog implementing that MM.
Search and IR. IR and MM are orthogonal methods to facilitate
finding MI elements in catalogs. While MM are geared towards
narrowing down the search space for MI to individual partitions, IR
systems can help with addressing the remaining gap. This paper’s
focus is on mental models.

2.2 The Metadata Landscape
In practice there will be many valid MIs. To gain intuition on those
commonly used we have surveyed the literature and consulted
with data employees. We have extracted 155 DGIC questions data
workers often face that would be addressed with access to the right
MIs. These questions illustrate the metadata landscape we consider
in this paper. We have synthesized the 155 questions into 27, shown
in Table 1. Answering a question in our paper means identifying
the partition where the answer MI is stored. Classifying a question
means identifying a partition where this MI should be stored.
The DGIC questions. A Discovery task involves selecting a subset
of datasets from a larger set to satisfy specific criteria [9, 13, 25]. A
Governance task involves ensuring that the purpose of a data asset,
and the method used to fulfill that purpose are understood by all
data users. Note that our definition of governance is more inclusive
than existing definitions [35], which consider governance tasks to
be related to decision rights and accountabilities regarding who
uses data, and for what. An Integration task involves combining
existing data assets, which may require preparation [11, 16]. A
Compliance task is one in which a data user has to ensure that data
assets with sensitive information meet regulatory requirements
[5, 36]. We show in Table 1 the question classification into DGIC.
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Representatives of Common Data Questions DGIC Category 5W1H+R Partition
Q1 For what purpose was the dataset created? G [21, 49] Why

Q2 Are there tasks for which the dataset should
not be used? G,C [21] Why

Q3 Who created the dataset? G,C [21, 26] Who
Q4 Who was involved in the data creation process? G,C [21] Who

Q5 How can the owner/curator/manager of the
dataset be contacted? G [21] Who

Q6 What are the privacy and legal constraints on the
accessibility of the dataset? C [38] Who

Q7 Is there an access control list for the dataset? G,D [26] Who
Q8 What is the reputation of the creator of a dataset? G [24] Who
Q9 What do the instances of the dataset represent? D,G,I [21] What
Q10 What is the size of the dataset? D,G,I [26] What
Q11 Are there errors in the dataset? D,G,I [21, 24, 38] What
Q12 Does the dataset have missing values? D,G,I [24] What
Q13 What is the domain of the values in this dataset? D,G,I [30] What

Q14 If the dataset is a sample of a larger dataset,
what was the sampling strategy? G,I [21] How

Q15 Does the dataset contain personally identifiable
information (PII)? G,C [4, 49] What

Q16 What is the quality of the dataset? G [3, 4, 13, 39] What

Q17 Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of
the dataset done? G [21] How

Q18 Was data collection randomized? Could it be
biased in any way? G [38] How

Q19 Is there anything about dataset preprocessing/cleaning
that could impact future uses? G [21] How

Q20 What is the dataset’s release date? D,G,I [30] When
Q21 Is there an expiration date for this dataset? D,G [3] When
Q22 How often will the dataset be updated? G,I [21] When
Q23 When was the data last modified? D,G,I [26] When
Q24 How easy is it to download and explore this dataset? D [24] Where

Q25 What is the format of the dataset, and what type
of repository is the dataset located in? D [38] Where

Q26 What is the provenance of this dataset? I [54] Relationship

Q27 What other datasets exist in this repository
that are related to this dataset? D,G,I [52] Relationship

Table 1: Questions, DGIC and 5W1H+R partition

D G I C
Berkeley’s Ground [28] K P P P
Microsoft Azure Data Catalog [31] W P P P
Apache Atlas [3] W P P P
Denodo platform [17] W P P P
SAP Data Intelligence platform [46] W P K K
Boomi Data platform [7] W P P P
WeWork’s Marquez [50] K P P P
Lyft’s Amundsen [41] W P P P
Linkedin’s Datahub [37] W P P P

Table 2: DGIC support in existing catalogs.Keyword (W),Key
(K), Partition (P).

2.3 Analysis of Today’s Data Catalogs
We study existing data catalogs to understand what features they
provide to store and retrieve metadata. The results are shown in
Table 2. Keyword (W) means the catalog provides a full-text search
feature to search for metadata. Key (K) indicates the catalog ex-
plicitly provides a pre-specified collection of MI keys, e.g., when
catalogs focus on a specific area of DGIC. Partition (P) indicates the
catalog provides a partition (in the MM sense) to classify a MI.

Some catalogs were designed to address different areas of DGIC
and consequently have more support for those than others. Al-
though we are not aware if catalogs were designed around a MM
explicitly, we can derive their MM from their documentation and
after using them extensively. All the analyzed catalogs implement
a MM consisting of: (i) partitions for one specific key:value pair

of metadata; and (ii) a catch-all partition: a single partition for all
key:value pairs the catalog does not explicitly describe.

While the catch-all partition allows these MM to be comprehen-
sive in the MI they describe, they lead to lack of comprehensibility
because they accept any MI. For that reason, these catalogs sit in
the bottom right corner of the quadrant in Fig. 1: it is easy to store
MI but it is hard to find later.

On the other hand, controlled vocabularies such as W3C DCAT
consists of many partitions, each with a single key:value pair. This
makes it easy to query data catalogs implementing this ontology as
a MM as long as the terms in the vocabulary are known by the user
who submits the query. However, it is difficult to represent metadata
with these catalogs because each MI needs to be annotated with one
of the many partitions. As a consequence, we classify controlled
vocabularies in the top left corner of the Fig. 1 quadrant.

3 MENTAL MODEL AND CATALOG DESIGN
In this section, we introduce the 5W1H+R MM in Section 3.1 and
explain how to use it as part of a catalog in Section 3.2.

3.1 The Mental Model
The 5W1H component of the MM applies to MIs of individual data
assets (Section 3.1.1), and the +R component applies to relationships
between more than one data asset (Section 3.1.2). We conclude
explaining why the MM is comprehensive, comprehensible and
easy to understand in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.1 5W1H-Profiles. Given a MI that describes 1 data asset, the MI
fits into one of the 5W1H partitions of the MM. We have included
a column with the 5W1H partition in Table 1 as an example. Note
that we call each 5W1H partition of a data asset a profile.

A mnemonic for the 5W1H MM is the following: ‘Why, When,
and How does Who use a Data Asset (located Where) whose
contents are described byWhat?’
Who-profile. Items identifying persons or software that created,
modified, or can access the data asset, and/or explaining their rela-
tionship with the data asset (e.g. role information, access privileges
to the data asset). A data question falls in this partition if: i) the
question can be answered by information about who has used the
data asset before; ii) the question can be answered by information
about who can access the data asset.
What-profile. Information that requires looking at the data. A data
question falls in this partition if: i) the question can be answered
by reading the data directly and/or performing computations on
the data. ii) the question can be answered through (existing) se-
mantic information about the data, such as schema annotations or
descriptions.
When-profile. Temporal information about the data asset lifecycle:
when it was created, modified, when does it expire, etc. A data
question falls in this partition if: i) the question can be answered by
information about data asset usage during a particular time period;
ii) the question can be answered by information about when the
data asset is available.
Why-profile. Explains why the data asset exists, its purpose, and
intended use. A data question falls in this partition if: i) the question
can be answered by information about why the data asset was
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used a certain way, including why the data asset was created and
deleted; ii) the question can be answered by information related to
the intended uses of the data asset.
Where-profile. Physical location of the data asset and information
about how it is accessed. A data question falls in this partition if: i)
the question can be answered by information about how to access
this data asset; ii) the question can be answered by information
about the format of the data asset being stored (such as CSV file vs.
postgres table vs. mysql table). iii) the question can be answered by
information about the source where this data asset can be located.
How-profile. Information about the processes that produced, mod-
ified, or read the data asset. This includes data collection and prepa-
ration methods, as well as programs, queries, or artifacts that were
run on the data asset. A data question falls in this partition if this
question be answered by information about how a data asset has
been used (read, modified, or created) for a task/application.

3.1.2 Relationships Profile. A MI may refer to more than 1 data
asset, in which case we cannot classify into any of the 6 above
partitions. Our MM includes a relationship partition to describe
these MIs. As with individual items, it is useful to think about the
types of relationships our MM should support in terms of the 5W1H
partitions. For example, consider 2 columns as data assets. Their
Jaccard similarity and containment (inclusion dependency) is a
relationship on their What-Profiles because both can be computed
by looking at the data. A PK/FK relationship can be represented as a
Why-Profile if the ids were produced with the purpose of indicating
a join relationship between two relations. Consider relations A
and B, where B is a version of A. We can express their temporal
relationship using a When-Profile, their provenance using a How-
Profile, etc. We can relate data assets according to who created
them, or who accessed them using relationships on Who-Profiles.
We can store relationship MI as combinations of profiles.

3.1.3 The 5W1H+R MM Rationale. The 5W1H+R MM bounds dis-
agreements when setting/getting MIs by presenting users with a
MM with high cognitive fit, i.e., one that leads users to implicitly
agree on the mapping of a MI to a MM’s partition. On choosing
the MM we strived to make it comprehensive, comprehensible, and
easy-to-understand:
• Comprehensive. Journalists use 5W1H to cover news because
it leads to a broad coverage of the event. We could represent all
155 DGIC questions extracted from the literature in the MM. We
include the 5W1H+R partition along with the 27 questions that
synthesize the corpus in Table 1.

• Comprehensible. The 5W1H+R MM has high cognitive fit [47]
with any task involving the storage or retrieval of metadata. A
MM has cognitive fit with a task if there is a common mapping
among users performing the same task between a MM’s internal
representation (the way the MM partitions metadata) and the
external task representation (a user’s specification of the metadata
required for the task).

• Easy-to-understand. The 5W1H+R MM is explained in natural
language. Most natural languages describe objects and events
using 5W1H, making it a familiar set of terms to most people,
technical and non-technical alike.

The above are qualitative reasons. We provide quantitative data,
obtained through a user study, in Section 5.

3.2 Catalog Design
Catalogs are more than MMs. They need to store metadata about
the set and get operations for the reasons we explain next.

Consider a user who is extracting a MI manually from a set of
high-value data assets, and a software profiler that is doing the
same. Even if the profiler’s developer and the user agreed on the
partition where to store the MI—an indication of having a good
MM—the actual MI may be different. For example, the user may
choose the word ‘uniques’ to describe the number of unique values
in a relation column and a ratio to express the quantity, while a
software profiler may choose ‘unique_number_values’ and store
the absolute number instead.

A good catalog design must accommodate all versions of MIs
referring to the same data asset, and let the consumer reconcile or
decide which one to trust. To facilitate this, a catalog design must
include audit metadata that describe each set and get operation.
Audit metadata includes who (what user) is setting a MI, the version
of the MI (to differentiate among existing ones), the time at which
the MI was stored, etc. We enumerate the following requirements
for a catalog design:
• MIs should be represented as key:value pairs, so the catalog does
not restrict different definitions. For example, in schema designs
this can be achieved using a JSON data type for the MI fields in
each profile.

• The catalog should represent explicitly the 5W1H+R in the schema
so it maintains high cognitive fit. For example, in a schema design
there should be a table for each 5W1H profile and relationships,
each holding the MIs associated with that profile.

• The catalog should represent data assets of multiple granular-
ities and refer to them with unique identifiers, so they can be
associated with profiles.

• Each MI in a profile should include audit metadata information
describing the set operation used to store such a MI event.
Armed with the MM and the catalog requirements above, one

can design a schema to materialize the catalog. We discuss next
some practical considerations that we deem important when mate-
rializing the design.

4 MATERIALIZING THE MENTAL MODEL
In this section, we explain the need for schema evolution in data
catalogs and their consequences for catalog users and applications
in Section 4.1, followed by a primer on data vault (Section 4.2)
and ending with a comparison of the relative merits of data vault
design vs traditional database normalization from the perspective
of schema evolution in Section 4.3.

4.1 Schema Evolution Consequences
Every MI is a key:value pair, and all MIs that pertain to the same
partition will be stored together (for example, as a JSON object
containing a list of key:value pairs in a column of the profile ta-
ble). In practice, some MIs will be queried more often than others,
and some MIs may be amenable to specific indexing techniques.
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Consequently, database administrators may prefer to isolate these
often-queried MIs together and create an index to speed up queries.
This introduces a schema evolution problem: how to change the
schema without breaking existing applications.

In particular, users and applications that use catalogs imple-
mented on 3NF schema designs will have problems identifying and
correctly using these indexes. In a normalized schema, extracting
MIs from a profile requires creating a new key table whose column
names are MI key names, and whose values are the MI values. This
key table is required, as opposed to adding new columns to the
profile table, in order to maintain the schema in 3NF: adding new
columns would create NULL values in profile records that do not
have the often-queried MIs, denormalizing the resulting schema.
This means entirely new entities and/or relationships are required
to describe all such key tables to catalog users, placing the burden
of identifying and correctly using these key tables on them.

We consider an alternative schema design that is robust to schema
changes: data vault.

4.2 A Primer on Data Vault Schema Design
The data vault schema design was created for the purpose of track-
ing data stored in a data warehouse [32]. It was designed to support
auditability and historical tracking, while separating business keys,
relationships and attributes in a fashion similar to a snowflake
schema. A data vault schema has three types of tables: hubs, links,
and satellites. Hubs store the IDs of entities, links correspond to
relationship tables between two entities, and satellites of a hub hold
the attributes of the entity corresponding to the hub. Data vault
readily includes tracking attributes such as load timestamp and
record source (where the record was loaded from). In the context
of a catalog, we replace this information with the audit metadata
(see Section 2.1) associated with set and get operations.

This results in schema evolution with easier-to-identify key ta-
bles than with a 3NF design. Isolating a set of MIs in their own
key table requires creating a new satellite table whose attributes
include the key names of the MIs. Applications that benefit from
these new indexes can use the new satellite table, entirely aware
of which profile this satellite table is describing, and not requiring
any further changes.
Data vault and snowflake. The data vault schema is essentially
a snowflake schema: the asset hub table is a fact table after adding
the profile IDs from the link tables, and all other tables are dimen-
sion tables. Although data vault specifies the inclusion of tracking
information, i.e., that we call audit metadata, the same information
could be included in a snowflake design.

4.3 Evolving the Catalog
Evolving data vault results in key tables that are easier to identify
and correctly use compared to 3NF. Unlike 3NF, which requires
changing existing queries to join with a new table or use a new table
that is completely isolated from the profile table, in the case of data
vault we only need to modify queries to use a new satellite table
of an existing profile table. This is because adding this key table
to 3NF requires including a new entity and/or relationship, while
in data vault, because satellite tables are linked to hub tables by

design, adding a new key table only requires adding new attributes
to an existing entity set.

Evolvability is the main reason why we explore the data vault
design. It comes with some costs in the form of increased storage
footprint, more complex queries, and worse query performance, due
to duplication of data across hubs, links, and satellites and joining
across links. We study these properties in detail in Section 5.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of an IRB-approved user study
we conducted to answer the main research question of our work:
is the 5W1H+R MM more comprehensible and easier to understand
than other MMs? (Section 5.1). Then we explore the relative merits
of different catalog implementations in Section 5.2.

5.1 Evaluating Catalog Mental Models
The 5W1H+R is comprehensive: we could represent metadata items
(MIs) answering all 27 questions (see Table 1). We design a user
study to measure the two other metrics of interest: consistency and
ease of understanding. Consistency is our measure of comprehen-
sibility. It measures the degree to which there exists a common
mapping among users between the MIs required for a task and the
MM partitions. That is, it measures the degree of agreement on
MI-MM partition mappings. Ease of understanding measures how
easy users find it to map a MI to the MM. We want MMs with high
consistency and high ease of understanding.

5.1.1 Target Catalogs. We compare the 5W1H+RMMwith LinkedIn’s
Datahub andGoogle Data CatalogMMs because theirMMs are good
representatives of open-source catalogs, (i.e., Amundsen, Marquez,
and Apache Atlas), and cloud service data catalogs, (i.e., Microsoft
Azure Data Catalog, Denodo Cloud Platform, and SAP Data In-
telligence), respectively. Although new catalogs appear often1 we
believe these collections represent existing offerings well. To extract
the MM from each catalog, we applied a rubric that consisted of us-
ing the catalogs in practice to insert metadata and consulting their
documentation. We only use terminology the catalogs explicitly
describe and define.

5.1.2 Between-Subjects StudyDesign. We implement the user study
as a survey which we distributed online via Prolific [45] to 160
participants.We used several pilot studies with database researchers
and non-technical people to hone the language of our survey to
avoid threats to validity and allow both technical and non-technical
data users to participate in our study.

We ask each participant to rate their familiarity with the ques-
tions from Table 1. We then show them the questions they rated
high and present them one MM:
Consistency: Each participant classifies the question to a MM’s
partition (as defined in Section 2.2). Participants’ answers for a
question provide a frequency distribution over the partitions of a
MM. Because different MMs contain different partitions, we cannot
compare distributions directly. However, we know that the further
from a uniform distribution the more agreement exists on a MM,
so we use entropy to determine a MM’s consistency. A consistent

1an industrial collaborator tells us they have tested 40 different catalogs
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Better Inconclusive Worse Average

MM Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5 Q6 Q8 Q9 Q12 Q14 Q16 Q17 Q19 Q21 Q22 Q27 Q4 Q7 Q10 Q11 Q13 Q15 Q18 Q20 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26
5W1H 1.06 1.83 0.81 2 0.61 0.99 1.73 1.34 1.9 1.83 0.93 2.37 1.94 1.6 1.58 2.42 1.97 1.81 2.25 2.06 2.09 1.46 1.13 1.84 1.52 2.07 2.72 1.698
GCS 2.4 2.68 2.6 2.49 1.01 2.66 2.48 2.72 2.67 2.4 2.52 2.61 2.32 2.05 2.28 2.44 1.78 2.35 2.36 2.49 2.48 1.44 0.68 2.02 2.12 1.81 1.88 2.212
Datahub 2.27 2.36 1.65 2.37 1.23 1.8 2.18 2.15 2.52 2.25 1.34 2.38 2.01 1.91 1.66 2.02 1.92 1.73 2.03 1.63 1.87 2.06 1.64 1.65 1.41 1.67 1.81 1.908

Table 3: Entropies per MM per Question

MM Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Total
5W1H 1 6 1 7* 9 2 4 7 10 18* 12* 12 1 4 11* 7 2 1 9* 2 6 5 11* 4 3 8* 2 165
GCS 11* 4 14* 18* 19* 8 5 27* 11* 27* 20* 17* 9* 7* 20* 15* 8 4 18* 5 12* 17* 8 13* 1 12* 10* 340
Datahub 13* 7 5 20* 17* 4 3 14* 19* 10 15* 25* 8 8* 14* 13* 11 17* 15* 18* 15* 20* 15 4 1 15* 5 331

Table 4: Number of None Responses Per MM Across Questions And Users: * None was the most selected answer

Better Inconclusive Worse
MM Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5 Q12 Q17 Q18 Q27 Q4 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q11 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q26 Q10 Q25
5W1H 2** 3* 2** 3* 2** 2** 2* 2* 3* 2 3* 3 3 3 3** 3** 3 3 3* 2* 3 3** 3* 3 3 4 3
GCS 3 3.5 3 4 3 3 3 3.5 4 2 3 3 3 4 3.5 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 2
Datahub 3 3.5 3 3.5 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 5: Median Difficulties per MM per Question Using Likert Scale(1-5): * 𝑝 < 0.05 for one MM, ** 𝑝 < 0.05 for both MMs

MM is one that produces a low entropy distribution. We analyze
None values after discussing the consistency results.
Ease-of-Understanding: aMM’s ease-of-understanding for a data
question is measured using the standard Likert scale (a 1-5 difficulty
rating, with 1 being "Very Easy", and 5 being "Very Difficult").

5.1.3 Participant Recruitment. We use a combination of Prolific
filters (only participants with formal education can participate)
and pre-screening process (participants only work on questions
they are familiar with) to avoid spurious answers. We make sure
participants are not familiar with the MM before the study to avoid
confounding effects due to prior familiarity.

5.1.4 Threats To Validity. Threats to validity of our study include:
Ordering and Learning Effects: We use a between-subjects study,
which complicates our statistical analysis and data collection, but
avoids learning effects of answering questions across MMs.
Selection Effects: We use the prescreening questions and Prolific
filters to select a homogeneous participant pool with data man-
agement familiarity. We assign MMs to participants in the pool
randomly, and they only answer questions they understand.
Experimenter Bias: We mitigate the effects of experimenter bias by
generating all MMs using the same procedure, and presenting these
MMs to participants with the same instructions on how to use each.
Additionally, because our study is an online survey, participants
cannot be further exposed to our bias.
Reactivity Effects: We ask participants to rate the difficulty of cat-
egorizing data questions. Participants may feel they need to rate
the difficulty lower than their actual experience if they feel our ex-
periment is evaluating them. We mitigate these effects by wording
the question carefully and by explaining in our survey introduc-
tion that our survey is intended to evaluate the MMs and not the
participants’ ability.

5.1.5 Results. Consistency. The results in Table 3 show that the
5W1H+R MM has a lower average entropy across all questions
compared to other MMs, i.e., it is more consistent. Concretely, the
5W1H+R MM has lower entropy than others in 15 questions, it is
second best in 10 and worse in 2/27. The 5W1H+RMM outperforms

the others on questions where, either the answer cannot be found
in the other MMs, or one of the 5W1H+R definitions explicitly
describes the answer (for example, the answer to the question
"What is the purpose of this dataset?" is Why-profile because it
appears in its definition). We suspect that the main reason for the
5W1H+R MM’s worse performance on the other questions is that
the other MMs offer more concrete concepts for classifying the
answer to a question. For example, the data question "How easy
is it to download and explore this dataset?" is more concretely
answered through information about the repository in which a
dataset is located and its format (the "Data Source" definition from
the Datahub MM) rather than "information about where a dataset
is located and how it is accessed" (Where-profile). Another example
is the question "What are the privacy and legal constraints on
accessing this dataset?" This question is more concretely answered
using information about "who currently has access, and what is
their role with respect to the dataset" (Ownership from Datahub’s
MM) rather than "who can access this dataset, and/or explaining
their relationship to the dataset" (Who-profile).
Choosing None. None answers indicate a weakness of a MM. Table
4 shows that participants using 5W1H+R chose this option the least
amount of times; less than half as frequently as in other MMs. In
19 out of 27 questions, they chose it the least often. Finally, None
was the most selected answer for only 7 questions when using the
5W1H+R MM, as opposed to 19 and 16 for GCS and Datahub.

Higher consistency and lower use of None demonstrate
the 5W1H+R MM is comprehensible.
Difficulty. Table 5 shows that the 5W1H+R MM has the same
or lower median difficulty than the others for 25 out of the 27
questions. Further, using a Mann-Whitney U Test, we find that there
is a significant difference between the 5W1H+R median difficulty
rating and the median difficulty rating of both other MMs for 7
of the 25 questions, and there is a significant difference between
the 5W1H+R median difficulty rating and the median difficulty
rating of one of the other MMs for 9 of the 25 questions. This result
suggests that for most questions, the 5W1H+R MM is easier to
understand compared to other MMs.
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5.2 Evaluating Catalog Materializations
In this section, we evaluate the merits of different schema designs
when implemented on different backends.

5.2.1 Catalog Evaluation Methodology and Metrics. We consider a
normalized (3NF) and a data vault schema implemented on top of a
RDBMS, SQLite, and on top of a graph database, Neo4j. Data vault
is easier to evolve than the normalized schema. Here we focus on
other metrics:
• Query Performance: runtimes of queries in a comprehensive
workload that we develop.

• Storage Footprint: the size of the databases for each combination.
• Query Complexity: how difficult it is to write a query for a
schema-backend combination, measured using Halstead com-
plexity and a High-Level Declarative Difficulty metric.

Setup. We run all experiments in an Ubuntu 16.04 OS, Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 8GB DDR3 RAM, and 451 GB
HDD disk space. We use SQLite 3.33.0 and Neo4j 4.2.1. We execute
queries Q4 to Q7 10 times and report the average runtime and
deviation. Between each execution, we clear the pagecache: we
are interested in measuring the relative merits of different schema
designs and not how well the backend systems manage memory.

5.2.2 Dataset Generation and Workload. For validation we loaded
a real dataset provided publicly by Google [42] into a 5W1H+R data
catalog. The dataset is a CSV file of size 5.35 GB with 17 attributes
describing the name of a data asset, where the asset is from, how
it can be accessed, and how it should be used. We could map the
attributes to 5W1H+R partitions easily, and insert them into the
catalog by converting them into key:value pairs.

To conduct meaningful performance experiments we generate a
9.42GB dataset that allows us to exercise all the partitions of our
MM. The dataset has an equal number of records for each of the
5W1H+R tables, and fixed numbers of records for the number of
repositories the data catalog tracks data assets from (1000) and the
number of relationships each data asset has with other assets (5).

We then design a workload that exercises bulk and transactional
storage and retrieval in both database backends. We implement the
workload using SQL for the SQLite backend and Cypher for the
Neo4j backend:
• Q1 (Bulk Insert): Insert 105 records into the what-profile table
(updating the versions and timestamps of what-profile records).

• Q2 (Single-Record Insert): Insert a new what-profile record.
• Q3 (Multi-Table Insert): Insert 105 who/when/why/how profiles.
• Q4 (Range Lookup): Get all information on where an asset was
stored during a particular month.

• Q5 (Multi-Table Lookup): Get the how/who/when/why profiles
for a data asset.

• Q6 (Limit Order by): Get the 10 latest how/who/when/why pro-
files on a data asset.

• Q7 (Aggregate Query): Group the recorded data asset users by
the number of operations performed by each user (in the how
profile), and return the top 104 such users.

SQLite Neo4j
Normalized Data vault Normalized Data vault

Q1 16.576 35.762 52.286 182.949
Q2 0.000 0.015 0.339 0.238
Q3 19.957 36.253 480.392 2229.288
Q4 0.028 ± 0.002 0.051 ± 0.024 27.966 ± 0.261 38.384 ± 3.221
Q5 0.157 ± 0.026 0.241 ± 0.051 0.059 ± 0.006 0.112 ± 0.114
Q6 333.419 ± 0.765 623.978 ± 0.875 0.182 ± 0.011 0.31 ± 0.255
Q7 0.005 ± 0.01 0.014 ± 0.031 0.04 ± 0.001 0.041 ± 0.001

Table 6: SQLite and Neo4j Query Performance

5.2.3 Query Complexity Metric. We want to measure what schema
design leads to more complex queries. We use two metrics to mea-
sure query complexity. We use the Halstead Difficulty measure
[27], which is standard to measure program complexity. Because
the Halstead metric penalizes repetition of operators, it is not well
suited to measure the complexity of SQL queries. Hence, we devise
a variant of Halstead, High-level declarative difficulty metric (HLD
Difficulty) that reflects the following criteria: i) length of the query
measured as number of operands; ii) number of distinct operators
does not weigh much; iii) number of distinct operands does not
affect query complexity: (𝑁1 + 𝑁2) · (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛1) + 1), where 𝑁2 and
𝑛2 is the total and distinct number of operands, and 𝑁1, 𝑛1 indicate
the same for operators.

5.2.4 Results. Storage footprint. Loading a 9.42GB dataset into
the catalog results in a footprint of 13.30GB and 28.79GB for the
normalized and data vault schemas on SQLite, respectively. These
results include indexes on the primary keys of all tables. This dif-
ference exists because each of the profile tables in the normalized
schema must be represented as 3 tables in the data vault table, and
each of these data vault tables has replicated timestamp, user, and
version information, meaning that each individual table in data
vault is only a few pages smaller than each table in normalized.
Further, the data vault design consists of more tables and hence
more indexes. Together, this explains the higher footprint. We find
similar results on Neo4j.
Runtime.We show our query performance results in Table 6. Ta-
ble 6 shows that the data vault schema performs worse than the
normalized schema in both backends. This is because the same
query using the data vault schema requires joining more tables (or
inserting into more tables), since a table in the normalized schema
is represented with three tables (hub, satellite, and links) in the data
vault schema. Note also that there were outliers that we excluded
for the Neo4j queries (Q5-Q7) coming from the first run or first two
runs of each of these queries due to Neo4j’s index initialization and
query caching for subsequent runs. We report them here: (i) Data
vault Q5: 224.789, 261.855 (ii) Data vault Q6: 523.898, 899.198 (iii)
Data vault Q7: 438.458 (iv) Normalized Q5: 62.635 (v) Normalized
Q6: 51.231 (vi) Normalized Q7: 49.265.
Query complexity.Table 7 shows that all data vault relational vari-
ants of the queries are either as difficult or more difficult compared
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to the normalized relational variants according to the Halstead dif-
ficulty. This is because the overall number of operands required for
the data vault relational variants of the queries is higher. The HLD
Difficulty metric further accentuates the difference in the length of
the queries. Queries on the normalized schema are easier to write
than in data vault.

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
Normalized Halstead 0.5 0.5 2 1.5 1.5 2.5 2
Data vault Halstead 3.56 2.85 1.06 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.25
Normalized HLD 8 8 105 18.09 64.62 89.69 30
Data vault HLD 56.87 56.87 109 31.02 121.49 139.5 42

Table 7: Summary of Query Complexity Results

In summary, our results show that, across backends, the normal-
ized schema design outperforms the data vault design with respect
to query performance, storage footprint, and query complexity. This
is because the data vault schema requires more tables, hence in-
troducing more duplication leading to a higher storage footprint,
and more joins in queries, making them more complicated to write
and more expensive to execute. While data vault is easier to
evolve compared to normalized, there is a tradeoff between
evolvability and other performance metrics.

6 CONNECTION TO METADATA EFFORTS
There are a plethora of related metadata management initiatives
which we discuss and relate to our work here:
FAIR Principles. Catalogs generally, and our proposal in particu-
lar, are designed tomanagemetadata, which is a keystone tomaking
datasets findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable.
Ontologies. Although we have argued against using ontologies as
a catalog’s MM, they can annotate and describe contents within a
MI, hence complementing metadata management solutions. Such
annotations document and disambiguate the meaning of MI’s keys
and values. For example, one can useW3CDCAT’s terms of "dataset
distribution", and "temporal coverage" as What-profile key names,
since these can be found by looking at the data.
ML model tracking. MLFlow [53] and ModelDB [29] track the
lifecycle of machine learning model engineering and deployment.
Both systems produce metadata that describes training datasets
and models. Such metadata can be represented in the 5W1H+R MM.
First, models and datasets are data assets in the MM. The metadata
generated can be mapped to partitions in the MM. For example, the
location of the code file, model parameters, and metrics become
How-profiles. A provenance Relationship captures the link between
model and the data used to fit the model, as well as plots and other
derived data products. Model annotations and descriptions can be
represented using the What-profile table of a 5W1H+R data catalog.
Finally, different runs fit well with the versioning of What-Profiles
along with the use of When-Profiles.
Metadata Collection. There are many methods and standards for
metadata collection, including Montreal Data Licenses [6], Google
Model Cards [18], Datasheets for Datasets [21], CancerGrid [15],
DLHub [10], and ISO/IEC 11179 Metadata Registry [44].

A 5W1H+R data catalog complements these efforts. Metadata col-
lected following those standards fits well into the 5W1H+R. For ex-
ample, the Montreal Data License information could be stored in an
asset’s Who-Profile andWhy-profiles, as answers to who is allowed
to access the data asset, and for what purposes. Datasheets [21] and
other metadata representation formats fit directly into the MM.

7 RELATEDWORK
Existing Metadata Definitions.Metadata definitions aim to clar-
ify what metadata means. One approach to defining metadata
is to differentiate ’business’ from ’technical’ metadata [22, 23].
Ground proposes thinking of metadata as Application, Behavior,
Context [28]. These definitions do not conform a MM, so they are
orthogonal to our definition.
Cognitive Fit Theory. The theory of cognitive fit originates in
information systems (IS) [47], where it has been used to inform
conceptual schemas [33, 34], such as ER diagrams. To our knowl-
edge the 5W1H+R MM is the first to use this theory to propose a
MM for metadata management.
Schema Designs And Evolvability. We considered data vault as
an evolvable schema but there are other alternatives. In fact, the
main difference between alternatives such as star and snowflake
schemas and data vault, is data vault explicitly captures who wrote
what and when. This metadata about operations is precisely the
information we argued in Section 3.2 and the reason for our choice.
Metadata Extraction. is complementary to storage. Aurum in-
gests and processes structured data to discover relationships be-
tween similar datasets, which it models as an enterprise knowledge
graph [19]. Juneau [54] discovers related tables using workflows
provided by Jupyter notebooks. Pytheas [12] discovers tables from
CSV files using a flexible rule set. Survey work [1] has explained
some useful dataset profiles, which we call metadata.

8 CONCLUSION
We proposed a newMM for metadata and discussed practical imple-
mentations of its materialization in a catalog. We designed the new
MM informed by an in-depth study of existing catalog technology.
We justified the use of the MM based on the cognitive fit theory and
discuss data vault as a schema design amenable for data catalogs.
We evaluated the new MM with a user study, and considered the
implications of different schema designs and backend implementa-
tions. All in all, we consider our work to help shed some light in the
vast area of metadata management, which is growing in importance
and poses a big scalability challenge in organizations today.
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